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For a submanifold M in a Riemannian manifold M, the minimal index
(M-index) at a point of M is defined by the dimension of the linear space of all
2nd fundamental forms with vanishing trace. The geodesic codimension of M in M
is defined by the minimum of codimensions of M in totally geodesic submanifolds
of M containing M.

It is clear in general that for M in M

M-index r=g geodesic codimension.

In [ 7 ], the author investigated minimal submanifolds with M-index 2 in Riemannian
manifolds of constant curvature and gave some typical examples of such submanifolds
with geodesic codimension 3 in the space forms which is quite analogous to the
case of helicoids in Es when M is Euclidean. In the present paper, he will give some
examples of such submanifolds with geodesic codimension 4 in the space forms. In
the previous case, the base surface (analogous to the helix for a helicoid) must be
locally flat, but in the present case it must be of positive constant curvature.

We will use the notations in [ 7 ].

1. Preliminaries. Let M=Mn+v be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n+v
and of constant curvature c and M=Mn be an w-dimensional submanifold in M. Let
&A> &AB= —&BA9 A,B = l,2, ' ,n + v, be the basic and connection forms of M
on the orthonormal frame bundle F(M) which satisfy the structure equations

(1.1) dωA = ^ © ^ A B ® , dωAB = Σ™ACAG>CB—cωA/\ωB .
B C

Let B be the subbundle of F(M) over Msuch that b={x,e1, ",en,*»>en+v) € F(M)
and (x,e19 >en) zF(M), where F(M) is the orthonormal frame bundle of M with
the induced Riemannian metric from M, then deleting the bars of ωA, ωAB on B,
we have

(1.2) ω β =0, ωia=
3


